Behavior of polarizable models in presence of strong electric fields. I. Origin of nonlinear effects in water point-charge systems.
In the current opinion, the inclusion of polarization response in classical computer simulations is considered as one of the most important and urgent improvements to be implemented in modern empirical potential models. In this work we focus on the capability of polarizable models, based on the pairwise Coulomb interactions, to model systems where strong electric fields enter into play. As shown by Masia, Probst, and Rey (MPR) [in J. Chem. Phys. 121, 7362 (2004)], when a molecule interacts with point charges, polarizable models show underpolarization with respect to ab initio methods. We prove that this underpolarization, clearly related to nonlinear polarization effects, cannot be simply ascribed to the lack of hyperpolarization in the polarizable models, as suggested by MPR. Analysis of the electron-density rearrangement induced on a water molecule by a point charge reveals a twofold level of polarization response. One level involves intramolecular charge transfer on the whole molecular volume, with the related polarization exhibiting a seemingly linear behavior with the external electric field. The other nonlinear polarization level occurs only at strong electric fields and is found to be strictly correlated to the quantum-mechanical nature of the water molecule. The latter type of polarization has a local character, being limited to the space region of the water lone pairs.